ABSTRACT Today's cities generate tremendous amounts of data, thanks to a boom in affordable smart devices and sensors. The resulting big data creates opportunities to develop diverse sets of context-aware services and systems, ensuring smart city services are optimized to the dynamic city environment. Critical resources in these smart cities will be more rapidly deployed to regions in need, and those regions predicted to have an imminent or prospective need. For example, crime data analytics may be used to optimize the distribution of police, medical, and emergency services. However, as smart city services become dependent on data, they also become susceptible to disruptions in data streams, such as data loss due to signal quality reduction or due to power loss during data collection. This paper presents a dynamic network model for improving service resilience to data loss. The network model identifies statistically significant shared temporal trends across multivariate spatiotemporal data streams and utilizes these trends to improve data prediction performance in the case of data loss. Dynamics also allow the system to respond to changes in the data streams such as the loss or addition of new information flows. The network model is demonstrated by city-based crime rates reported in Montgomery County, MD, USA. A resilient network is developed utilizing shared temporal trends between cities to provide improved crime rate prediction and robustness to data loss, compared with the use of single city-based auto-regression. A maximum improvement in performance of 7.8 % for Silver Spring is found and an average improvement of 5.6 % among cities with high crime rates. The model also correctly identifies all the optimal network connections, according to prediction error minimization. City-to-city distance is designated as a predictor of shared temporal trends in crime and weather is shown to be a strong predictor of crime in Montgomery County.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart city design seeks to optimize city services, by improving the resident experience and reducing waste, through intelligent use of citywide data. Smart city services are expected to respond appropriately to changing conditions, requiring regular data updates on the status of citywide properties, such as weather, road conditions, and communicable disease case numbers. Consequently, optimal deployment of critical resources will depend on data streams. For instance, in the event of a disease epidemic, current medical statistics will be used to ensure that ambulances, drugs, and vaccine resources are intelligently distributed to the worst hit neighborhoods and those predicted to be at high risk. In the case of a powerful storm that disrupts traffic, traffic data will be used to distribute police resources for traffic guidance based on current and predicted traffic patterns. In the case of changing crime rates throughout the city, crime statistics and predictions will be used to ensure that police, medical, and emergency resources are intelligently distributed to reduce response time.
As city services become more dependent on smart city data streams, the services also become more susceptible to disruptions in the data streams. Such disruptions can affect critical services, for instance, by increasing ambulance response time. Interruptions in data streams and the resulting loss of data can occur for any number of reasons, including anomalous signal to noise reduction, power loss during data collection, or data loss on a network level, either benign or malicious. Additionally, due to the spatial and temporal dependence of smart city data streams, with data collected periodically by distributed sensors or local humanbased reporting, spatiotemporal events can impact data service. For example, a storm can knock out neighborhood-wide communications, interrupting data collection as the storm travels from one location to the next. For these reasons, smart city services require a level of resilience to data stream disruption based on application domain and data rate frequency.
A diverse set of techniques exists for establishing resilience to data stream disruptions, and the resulting data loss, at different network layers [16] . The work presented here focuses on resilience techniques at the application level. For example, if data loss occurs in one field or element of multifield data, the entire entry can be removed, or a marked as missing. In particular, when knowledge of the missing data is required, many methods exist for estimating the missing data including the use of mean or median, extrapolation from past data, or the use of model-based methods such as maximum likelihood or multiple imputations [8] . To improve smart city resilience to data loss, such a scheme must be implemented. As data disruptions occur and data loss is identified, the lost data is estimated with minimal prediction error to reduce the impact of the data loss on dependent services. In this work, we propose an application-layer algorithm that can be used to ensure robustness across regions of different scale, from smart communities to smart counties, and establish both interand intra-smart city networks. Inter-smart city networks are of interest for county-wide occurrences such as the spread of epidemics, while intra-smart city network can provide resilience for the scenarios as traffic management. The algorithm identifies a dynamic data sharing network between independent, smart cities or generalized smart community to ensure minimal data estimation error for each smart city, with each smart city, assumed to be associated with a single multivariate data stream.
The proposed model incorporates three key features: (1) the ability to handle multivariate time series data streams and capitalize on temporal trends in past data to improve estimation accuracy, (2) identification and use of mutual information, in the form of statistically significant temporal trends shared between data streams, to improve estimation accuracy, and (3) network dynamics to respond to changing data and city conditions. The ability to handle multivariate time-series/spatiotemporal data streams is essential for many smart city applications as data is often collected for multiple, distributed locations and periodically over the same time range. For example, a set of data streams may pertain to hourly temperature data, with one data stream for each neighborhood. Furthermore, multivariate time-series techniques allow data analysts to identify and track temporal trends within a data stream to improve data prediction, increasing robustness in the presence of potential data loss. Additionally, shared information between data streams can be utilized to improve data prediction and increase robustness even further. For example, if a neighborhood weather sensor network experiences data loss at one node, data from a neighboring sensor can be used to reinforce estimation of the lost data. Finally, a practical, smart city resilience model must also be dynamic -capable of self-adaptation to changes in the city environment to maintain service. In the case of a crime incident data network, the network should be resilient to the closing of a reporting office in one location, or the opening of a new office. Similarity, dynamics is important in the case of travel data for travel safety, as a path that was safe yesterday may not be safe today. The three features are incorporated into the proposed resilient data-sharing network, ensuring optimal use of data in the face of potential disruptions and a dynamic environment.
The data sharing network is represented by a graph, with each smart city and its respective data stream indicated by one node, and directed edges are indicating data sharing connections between the smart cities. Data sharing is described by a set of vector-autoregression (VAR) [21] time series models which provide multivariate temporal analysis while capitalizing on shared temporal trends. The set of potential VAR models for each smart city is reduced by an automatic analysis of shared temporal trends between cities using Granger causality [9] . Both VAR and the Granger causality methods are popular methods in econometrics, used for predictive analytics in the stock market and exchange rate volatility [19] . The VAR model selected for each city utilizes data from cities with mutual information as indicated by Granger causality while also providing minimum data estimation error. The computational issue of model selection is further reduced by using Multidimensional Data Scaling (MDS) [8] , a common data dimensional reduction technique, to investigate potential underlying environment variables that are predictive of model performance. These predictive environmental variables may then be used to whittle down the space of possible models. Dynamics in the data sharing network is achieved through a regular update of network connections performed by iterative analysis of data sharing efficacy.
The system is demonstrated on the application domain of crime data analytics for Montgomery County (MC), Maryland USA. A cross-county resilience network of cityto-city data sharing is identified and demonstrated to provide improved crime statistics prediction and data-loss resilience, as compared to analysis using city-based autoregression. The identified resilience network can be utilized to optimize medical, police, and emergency services as well as suggest policy changes enhance public safety and health [12] . The experimental data is comprised of the number of police-reported incidents, organized by city, throughout MC between 01/01/2014 and 06/26/2016, 1 constituting a spatiotemporal multivariate time series with each data stream reporting one variable -the number of daily city-wide crime incidents. The resilience network capitalizes on underlying temporal trends within a city and shared temporal trends between cities to improve crime prediction, thus mitigating the effects of data loss and day-to-day crime rate variability. An investigation was also conducted to discover potential underlying demographic and topology parameters that may explain the evaluated network graph. This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe prior related work. Section 3 describes the problem statement followed by the proposed novel approach and a description of evaluation metrics. Section 4 examines potential network models for the Montgomery County crime dataset as well as their performance and analysis, followed by a discussion of the proposed network. Finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusions and a description of future work.
II. BACKGROUND
Prior work in smart city resilience models includes a variety of techniques and application areas, combining subsets of the three key data analysis features described in the introduction. We look at different statistical methods for resilience. For example, Anava et al. [4] only uses its own past predictors to overcome the missing data. Dogra and Kobti [7] incorporated dynamics and data sharing into a complex modeling system by utilizing an agent-based approach capable of evolving in response to a changing environment. As individual agents detect changes, those changes are shared with the other agents. Dynamics for fault tolerance were introduced in [5] , which utilizes a Byzantine fault tolerance method to create hardware resilience to malicious attacks. These methods provide system resilience and adaptability to environmental changes but do not utilize temporal trends from past data to improve future resilience. Aman et al. [3] deployed dynamics, a temporal trend sensitive system using a combination of autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) time series models to respond to the dynamics of energy demand. Similarly, [2] combines dynamics and time series based regression via a decision tree to improve prediction of complex events. Their algorithm identifies current model prediction error and dynamically determines to increase or decrease the time series training window accordingly.
Methods that leverage mutual information between data streams to improve estimation accuracy and robustness have also been used for smart city data-loss resilience, in particular for the application domains of weather and transportation. For example, the work in [20] combines support vector machine regression and a data network between neighboring weather sensors to interpolate missing spatiotemporal weather data from one sensor using neighboring sensors. However, this method assumes a static network, where network connections do not change over time, and where connections are defined by sensor proximity and similarity. A network of weather data streams is also addressed by Derguech et al. [6] where network dynamics is allowed with potential changes in data sharing connections. A greedy algorithm selects data streams with the most recent data and rejects data streams identified to provide poor prediction performance. Pearson's product moment correlation function is used to determine and evaluate data streams for shared temporal trends dynamically, and these learned relationships are then utilized across a set of regression techniques to ensure system resilience to data faults. Pravilovic et al. [17] also utilize correlation in their geo-sensor data resilience networks, where the temporal and spatial correlation between data streams are identified and used to establish a spatial-based cluster of data streams. A stationary correlation is assumed, and a static data sharing network is formed. However, while correlation analysis can provide useful information on shared temporal trends, it does not give an indication of the statistical significance of these relationships. Additionally, highly useful shared trends between data sources separated by significant distances may be missed in such spatial correlation based techniques.
The particular application domain of crime prediction and analysis has greatly benefited from the development of such smart city data analysis techniques, as well as an increase in data collection. Data analysis techniques are used to identify spatiotemporal patterns in crimes incidents and develop crime prediction models [12] , [15] . For example, analyses of shared trends across locations are used to discover spatial patterns in crime incidents [13] , and time series analysis techniques are used to find relevant and meaningful temporal patterns [13] . Spatiotemporal crime trend analysis, which studies the dynamic interplay of location-dependent and time-dependent aspects of crime, utilizes a wide variety of techniques including pattern mining, association rule mining, and combinations of the previously mentioned methods [13] . Many methods rely on the use of multivariate time series or relationship analysis to improve crime prediction. For example, Gunderson et al. demonstrated in [10] a time series multi-agent model to predict areas in which future criminal incidents are likely to happen and use both physical and cyber-criminal activity data. Liao et al. [14] utilize Bayesian inference to create a geographical map to show potential crime factors per area. This weighted geographical profile provides probability estimation for the next crime hot spots and likely locations for future crime incidents. Such results can be used to improve police resource deployment. Gerber et al. applied in [9] a Latent Dirichlet Allocation semantic analysis to capitalize on the relationship between criminal activity and Twitter crime discussions to identify crime-predictive Twitter discussion topics. Ranson et al. [18] used linear regression to investigate the relationship between weather factors and crime data and identified a strong relationship between climate and crime incident number and type. These crime statistics studies have used a subset of the 20526 VOLUME 5, 2017 three key features of the proposed algorithm and may benefit from expanding the data analysis technique to use all three features.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS A. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATION
Smart city service optimization depends on linking services to the dynamic state of the city, measured by time series data collected across the city. The challenge is to identify a flexible mechanism to ensure optimal, resilient, smart city services in the presence of potential data loss within a data stream, reduction in data stream quality, the loss of an entire data stream, or the addition of a new data stream. The system should also capitalize on shared information between data streams to ensure optimal performance.
For this work, sets of multivariate, spatiotemporal smart city data streams such as the status of multiple traffic lights, the number of locally available vaccine units, and neighborhood air quality are represented by Y = y k=1 , y k=2 , . . . , y k=N , where the superscript k ∈ {1, . . . , N } provides the data stream index for a set of N data streams. For spatial data, each index k corresponds to a location. Individual data streams are represented by a time-series vector y l = y l t=0 , y l t=−1 , . . . , y l t=−v with the subscript t providing the time series sample index, beginning at the time of interest to be predicted t = 0 and extending to v periods in the past t = −v. An individual data stream y l thus has dimensions R p and the set of N data streams Y has dimensions R N ×p . A snapshot of the state across all streams at time t is given by y t = y 1 t , y 2 t , . . . , y N t . For this work, we assume that all data streams are simultaneously sampled at regular time intervals. Data loss in a data stream is indicated by the absence of data at a time, y l t = ∅. The estimate for data value y l 0 is represented byŷ l 0 . When using the set of data streams y l , y m , y n to evaluateŷ l 0 , the functional relationship is represented byŷ l 0 = f y l , y m , y n . For this work, it is always assumed thatŷ l 0 is estimated using past data t < 0 from the independent data streams. For example, the set of three data streams can be the daily crime incident numbers for two cities indexed by l and m, and n is the daily regional temperature. Here we use past data from these three data streams to estimateŷ l 0 , the crime incident number on day t = 0 for city l. The functional relationship between data streams can be represented using a directed graph, with data streams indicated by nodes, and directed edges connecting nodes that represent independent data streams to nodes representing dependent data stream. As both AR and VAR models require the self-dependent functional relationshipŷ l t = f y l for any t, the edge pointing from y l back to y l is assumed and not indicated in the presented figures. The set of all concurrent resilient models composes the network graph, G = f i=1 , f i=2 , . . . , f i=K with i indexing the set of all K functions.
B. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We propose a dynamic network-based model that provides improved and reinforced resilience to data loss. The VAR-based model utilizes past data from the data stream of interest as well as data from 'related' data streams that share temporal trends, to achieve optimal estimation accuracy. The model dynamically identifies the optimal set of data sources to reinforce the data-loss robustness of each data stream with Granger causality and MDS analysis. Model dynamics is achieved through recurrent updates, which identify the optimal network connections for each data stream to maintain optimal estimation accuracy.
An example is shown in Figure 1 . Three data streams are presented with their values indicated for times t −4 through t 5 . At time t 0 , the data stream of interest y 1 experiences data loss. (At this time the data for times t 1 through t 5 have yet to be collected.) Resilience in the data stream can be established by estimating the lost data using autoregression (AR) -extrapolating the value of y 1 0 from past data. Alternatively, if either available data stream y 2 or y 3 shows similar trends to data stream y 1 , information from that stream can be used to improve the estimate of y 1 0 using VAR. During the period of t = {−4, . . . , 5}, there are four potential resilience models which can be evaluated for their utility in reinforcing estimation of y 1 t : 1) AR using only data stream y 1 :ŷ 1 0 = f y 1 . 2) VAR using data streams y 1 and y 2 :ŷ 1 0 = f y 1 , y 2 . 3) VAR using data streams y 1 and y 3 :ŷ 1 0 = f y 1 , y 3 . 4) VAR using all three data streams:ŷ 1 0 = f y 1 , y 2 , y 3 Data streams two and three are first tested for shared trends with data stream 1 using the Granger causality test to determine the viability of models 2-4. The Granger causality test [9] , as well as MDS, are described in section 3.2b. If shared trends are identified, the models are queried for their performance at each period, the models are ranked by performance, and the best performing model is selected for implementation. Performance is measured by computing estimated prediction error using time series cross-validation. If instead a supporting data stream is found not to provide utility, that data stream can be removed from the later analysis, reducing the amount of data traffic required for the network. In this example, model 2 is determined to provide optimal performance for period t = {−4, . . . , 0} and once data has been collected for t = {1, . . . , 5}, model 3 is found to provide the best performance for this period. Models 2 and 3 are graphically represented by a directed graph, with edges connecting the nodes representing y 2 or y 3 to the node representing y 1 (See Figure 1) . If an issue is identified with the optimal resilience model, e.g., the supporting data stream stops reporting, then the next best performing model is chosen, and so on.
The set of all top performing, concurrent models for all data streams composes the resilience network. The network is represented by the resilience network graph -the collected graphical representation of all concurrent models. At userdetermined intervals, the system is iteratively updated, re-evaluating the performance of each model to update model rankings and identify and implement the optimal model.
The resilience network method is diagramed in Figure 2 , with each step explained below. FIGURE 2. Overview of the proposed solutions -Data analytics framework with periodically based iterations. The right side represents the first two steps which constitute the data preprocessing (a) step: (a') data wrangling and (a'') data normalization. Next step is data stream relationship analysis (b), used to identify the streams that share temporal trends and narrow down the hypothesis space of potential data sharing models for the network.
Step (c) is to determine the list of best models for analysis based on minimum prediction error, and step (d) is dynamic respond on the best model selection and available resources.
The system begins with preprocessing the data streams, described in section 3a, followed by relationship analysis for sets of streams. Relationship analysis is performed to reduce the search space for optimal resilience models, as described in section 3b. Potential resilience models are then evaluated, the optimal models are selected, and the network is identified. These steps are iterated at user-determined intervals to maintain an updated, optimal resilience network. Qualitative analysis is also used to determine correlations between the network and any pertinent data relating the data streams. Through this qualitative analysis, additional information sources can be used to reduce the search space of potential resilience models and subsequently reduce computation time and cost.
1) DATA PREPROCESSING
Data preprocessing can involve many steps including data wrangling, and feature vector normalization. For this work data wrangling includes data cleaning, unifying the format for all data streams, and feature extraction. The choice of pre-processing methods is of course application and data dependent. A description of the techniques used for the case study in more details can be found in section 4.
2) DATA STEAM RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS a: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Once data preprocessing is complete, relationship analysis is performed on each pair of data streams to identify those with shared temporal trends. The reduced set of 'related' data streams can then be used to narrow in on potential resilience models. This approach can greatly reduce search time, and computation cost as the initial resilience model hypothesis space for each data stream includes all models covering the range of possible dependencies on all other data streams. For this work, the Granger causality test is used to identify whether one data stream can be used to improve prediction estimate accuracy of another data stream due to shared temporal trends. More specifically, the null hypothesis of no causal relationship is investigated with an F-test, and the resulting p-value is compared to a threshold to identify whether the null hypothesis can be rejected. Here, 'causality' is a misnomer, as the method does not identify causality between data stream sources, and instead implies predictive causality. The method does not take into account the possibility that both data streams are consequences of a common cause, i.e., the existence of latent variables that Granger-cause both data streams of interest.
The Granger test is used rather than a more common correlation metric such as Pearson's product moment as it indicates the statistical significance of using past values of data stream y m to assist in predicting y l rather than using past values of y l alone. Identifying the latter can assist in discovering potential relationships between the data sources, which can be used to help improve resilience models. For this work, bidirectional causal relationships were tested between each pair of data streams. As a pre-processing step, each data stream was first confirmed to be stationary by use of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin (KPSS) unit root tests [21] . In evaluating the Granger casual relationships, the lag parameter was programmatically selected using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [1] , ensuring dynamic response of the system.
Identifying the predictive causal relationship between one dependent and two independent variables can be performed using the multivariate Granger causality test which is reliant on the results of VAR analysis. Thus, in the first iteration, the prediction accuracy of all relevant VAR modelsŷ l 0 = f y l , y m , y n can be computed and the field of potential models whittled down for future iterations by subsequent 20528 VOLUME 5, 2017 multivariate Granger analysis. Using this method can greatly reduce the hypothesis search space for resilience models.
b: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Qualitative analysis can be used to determine if underlying latent parameters dictate the relationship between data streams. If such parameters are found, they can be used to reduce the hypothesis space of possible resilient models, thus reducing computation cost and required data sharing network traffic. For this work, the multi-dimensional data scaling (MDS) method was used to visualize the relationship between potential descriptive variables and resilience model performance. MDS operates by mapping points from a high dimensional Euclidian space to a lower dimensional space while attempting to preserve dissimilarity relationships between the points. For the case study, geospatial, topological and demographic parameters are investigated for their utility in predicting resilience model accuracy.
3) MODEL SELECTION AND EVALUATION
The next step is identifying and ranking resilience models by prediction accuracy. For this work, the hypothesis space of resilience models is limited to linear AR and VAR models with one to three independent data stream variables, although this method can be generalized to a larger number of independent variables. Linear AR and VAR models were chosen due to their ease of computation and interpretation for dynamic multivariate time series, as well as their availability on scalable big data platforms. For N data streams, the set of possible models include:
1) N models of type AR using past data from the stream of interest 2) N 2 − N models of type VAR using past data from the stream of interest and a supplemental data stream ('two-city') 3) (N 3 − 3N 2 + 2N )/2 models of type VAR models using past data from the stream of interest and two supplemental data streams ('three-city') The three model types can be expressed by the time series p-th order VAR equation which uses p past data stream values:
whereŷ l t is the approximation for the missing data value y l t , c is a constant, and β k t−n is the auto-regression weight learned for data value y k t−n for data stream k and time t-n. k is summed over the set of data streams to be used in the approximation analysis which includes the data stream of interest l and the set of supplemental data streams S. For model type one, simple AR, no supplemental data streams are used and S is the empty set. Thus, regression is performed over only the past values of the single data stream y l . For model types two and three, S is composed of the one or two supplemental data streams, respectively. The order of the VAR model used, p, also known as the lag, is dynamically determined by selecting the value of p that provides the minimum AIC.
Model evaluation is performed using time series crossvalidation [11] , and performance is measured using mean square error (MSE). Time series cross-validation is selected over general cross-validation as it provides better estimates of model prediction performance. For each run of the crossvalidation, testing is performed on the value y l t , for each possible t and training is made of all possible sets with target y k t−r with r ∈ {1, . . . , v − p} and independent inputs y k t−r−q , q ∈ {1, . . . , p} with p the lag. MSE is computed over the set ofŷ l t estimated. Ranking model performance is achieved by comparing the MSE for each model to the AR model MSE for the same target data stream. This emphasizes the improvement in prediction performance provided by the model of interest relative to the baseline of AR. The formula used is:
4) NETWORK DYNAMICS
As trends change in the data streams, the network should respond dynamically, self-adapting and reform network connections to maintain optimal performance. For example, a weather sensor network should respond appropriately as a storm travels from one neighborhood to another. If a sensor experiences data loss, the supporting sensor data used to reinforce resilience should be from those currently experiencing similar weather patterns. Network dynamics are introduced by iterating network evaluation on a user-defined interval, ensuring that network connections reflect current data stream trends. Network re-evaluation is diagramed in Figure 2 , starting with data pre-processing, followed by relationship analysis performed for data stream sets, ranking of models by prediction performance and implementing the optimal set of models in the current resilience network. Additionally, if an anomaly in the network is detected, such as the loss of a networked data stream, the network can dynamically select the next best models from the ranks of models to replace those affected. Or in case of an addition of a data stream, a reevaluation of the network is being triggered, and a new list of best models is created. In implementing such a system, a delay may be necessary to improve system stability, reducing the likelihood of rapidly alternating between models due to small variations in data. Network reevaluation can also be triggered based on an external signal ensuring user control or interaction with a relevant event detection system. This depends on domain application of interest, data rates, and sensitivity.
IV. CASE STUDY: CROSS COUNTY CRIME A. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING
For this work, a diverse set of data was collected including crime statistics, weather data, demographics data and geospatial data. Weather data is included as previous research has found that temperature influences crime rates [18] . 4 : Census data was collected for the Montgomery County cities, including population count, a number of city dwellers with an education degree of bachelor or higher, and the median household income. d) Geospatial topological distance: The distances between cities were collected by using Google Maps 5 service, where the distance is calculated as a driving distance from the center of the town to the center of the city. For this case study, it is assumed that the reporting city collects the event data streams, and each Montgomery County city is identified as a separate data stream and a single node in the resilience network graph. The crime dataset was programmatically preprocessed by first removing crime incidents that occurred outside Montgomery County or crime incidents with unresolvable errors in the location field. Next, the crime incident context features were extracted, and the incidents were sorted by offense type using the MD offense policy categorization, which includes among sixty different categories including assault, abuse, burglary, offense, robbery, theft. Records pertaining to non-crime events, such as natural death, were removed. For each city and date, the number of crime events was then tabulated. A plot of the number of crime events occurring in each city during the last month of data for the available dates of May 1st and May 26th (showing the last 26 out of 877 days) is shown in Figure 3 . From this figure, it is evident that Silver Spring dominates of crime events while Chevy Chase, Potomac, and Montgomery Village typically fall near the bottom. with an average of only a few events per day. This trend is shared throughout the period investigated. The eight cities with the highest number of crime events were chosen for analysis, they are (in descending order) Silver Spring, Bethesda, Gaithersburg, Rockville, Germantown, Montgomery Village, Potomac, and Chevy Chase. The rest of the cities were not considered for analysis as they exhibited a deficient number of events per day, e.g., between zero and two daily events. The eight citybased daily crime rate data streams and the one daily weather data stream were normalized by subtracting the mean of each data stream and dividing each data stream by its the standard deviation. All work described in this paper was performed in the R statistical computing language. 6 The vars 7 package was used for implementing AIC, Granger test, AR models, and VAR models. Graphics were generated using the ggplot 8 package.
B. RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS: IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL NETWORK CONNECTIONS 1) BIVARIATE AND TRIVARIATE GRANGER CAUSALITY TEST
After data normalization, each crime rate data stream, as well as the weather data stream, were programmatically confirmed to be stationary. The Granger test was then applied to each pair of data streams to quantify the bi-directionally predictive causal relationships, as described above, with the lag parameter automatically selected by the AIC method. Similarly, the multivariate Granger test was performed for each triple of data sources. For both types of models, the weather was removed from the set of target variables. The results of the Granger test analysis for two-city models are shown in Table 1 .
A Granger test p-value below or equal to the significance level of 0.05 is used to identify if the forecast data stream is a good predictor for the target data stream. The Granger test indicates that in 57 % of two-city models and 37 % of threecity models the forecast data stream provides statistically meaningful information about future values of the target data stream, and can, therefore, be used to improve prediction of the target data stream. Using the Granger test narrows the hypothesis space from 289 potential models (90 two-city models and 199 three-city models) to 120 models or 42 % of the original hypothesis space. Each indicated Grangercausal data stream pair can now be investigated for prediction accuracy using VAR. It was also found that for all eight cities, weather Granger-causes the daily crime rates either individually or with an additional supplemental data stream, confirming the results from [18] .
The resilience performance for all models was computed and compared to the Granger test predictions to identify the efficacy of the Granger test. It was found that the Granger test accurately identifies a predictive causal relationship among 61 % of the two-city models and 61 % of the three-city models. Here, the Granger test is said to accurately identify a predictive causal relationship when the Granger test p-value was equal to or less than the threshold value of 0.05 and the multi-city VAR model provides a lower prediction error than the AR model for the city being predicted. Among the top three models for each city, only two models were misclassified, and these were both the third best models for their cities. Thus the Granger test has an excellent ability to greatly reduce the hypothesis search space while still retaining the best performing models for each city. It was also confirmed that the significance level of 0.05 is optimal in detecting Granger-causation over the range of 0.03 to 0.08 with maximum performance at 0.05.
2) QUALITATIVE RELATIONSHIP IDENTIFICATION
Once a set of resilience models have been selected and analyzed for their performance (described in the next section) in the first iteration, the hypothesis space of possible two-city resilience models can be whittled down for future iterations through qualitative analysis. Qualitative analysis can identify city parameters that may underlie the predictive performance of the resilience models. For instance, if it is found that cities separated by vast distances tend to be poor predictors for each other, a threshold on city-to-city distance can be used to reduce the model hypothesis space. The city parameters investigated include city-to-city distance as well as a set of city demographics including population, the number of denizens with a bachelor degree or higher, and average household income. For this work, MDS is used for qualitative analysis of potential predictive city parameters. First, a twodimensional mapping is identified for city-to-city dissimilarity, where dissimilarity is defined by the maximum two-city VAR prediction error for each pair of cities ( Figure 4. (a) ). Here Chevy Chase, Montgomery Village, and Potomac were removed due to their significantly lower crime rates, which result in difficulty comparing prediction error with the rest of the cities. This does not affect the MDS plot as the three cities fall near the origin, and the five other cities retain their relative position. This mapping is compared to the geospatial map of city-to-city distances (Figure 4. (b) ). Additionally, each city is described by a vector of the city-based demographics data. The demographics data is normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of each demographic parameter. An MDS two-dimensional mapping is performed using the Euclidean metric (Figure 4. (c) ).
It can be seen that the mapping of prediction performance is highly similar to the geospatial mapping, with the cities occurring in similar relative locations except for Gaithersburg. All city pairs also occur at the same relative cardinalities, e.g., in both mappings, Bethesda appears to the left and above Silver Spring. The similarity between mappings indicates that geospatial positioning may be a good predictor for resilience model performance and may also be a good choice of city parameter to reduce the hypothesis space of possible resilience models, with cities that are geospatially far apart less likely to have high performing resilience models. By restricting the hypothesis space for two-city VAR to only the two nearest neighbor cities among the five towns of interest, the best or the second-best models for each city is captured with the average performance compared to AR going from a maximum of 4.4 % to 3.4 %. Thus, a search space of N 2 − N models can potentially be reduced to 2N models.
Investigation of the demographics mapping shows a lower agreement with the resilience performance mapping, indicating that two cities may be more likely to share crime rate trends if they are neighbors than if they share demographic trends. 9 However, these demographics results may be due to the chosen demographics property and used normalization, suggesting further investigation.
C. RESILIENCE MODEL EVALUATION
All possible resilience models were investigated for their prediction performance. The hypothesis space includes all possibilities of the three model types: 1) AR models, 2) two-city VAR models, and 3) three-city VAR models. In our case, we have 9 data streams, and after the data selection functionality, we have the hypothesis space of 9 AR models, 72 VAR models with one supplemental data stream, and 252 VAR models with two supplemental data streams. Table 2a shows the MSE prediction errors computed for the first two model types, over the full-time range, with forecast data streams listed as columns and target data streams listed as rows. AR models fall along the table diagonal with the rest describing two-city VAR models. Table 2b provides the percent improvement in prediction for the two-city VAR models over the AR models for each data stream. The best model is indicated with the color coding.
For the third model type, three-city VAR, all the approximately one thousand models were evaluated. For simplicity, the top three performing models for each city is listed in Table 3 along with the models' MSE and their percent improvement over the AR model. It was found that threecity VAR models are among the top performing or second best-performing models for each city. As can be seen, for all city data streams the use of additional data sources provides improved prediction and thus improved resilience in the case of data loss. For each city data stream, at least one other source can be used to improve prediction accuracy over simple AR with a maximum improvement of 7.8 %, an average improvement of 4.7 % for all cities, and an average improvement of 5.6 % when excluding the cities with few crime events per day.
The top model for each city is chosen for implementation in the resilience network, see Figure 5 . In dynamic operation (discussed in the next section), if an event results in the inability to use the top model, that model is then replaced by the next best model, and so forth. 
D. RESILIENCE NETWORK DYNAMICS
Resilience network dynamics allow the model to self-adapt to changes in the data streams, so that it always provides optimal performance. Iterating network determination achieves dynamics at user-determined intervals or from a user-provided trigger signal. Figure 6 shows a dynamic implementation for Silver Spring with only models of type one and two investigated. For this implementation, at each date, the network is provided data from the previous four weeks, ensuring that trends learned by the models are local in time. The model which provides the best performance is chosen dynamically for network implementation. Here it can FIGURE 6. Dynamic network implementation for Silver Spring using AR and two-city VAR models. The optimal resilience model initially requires only weather as the independent variable, and switches to Rockville on day 28, weather on day 83, and Germantown on day 106. Legend: Silver Spring (SS), Weather (W), Rockville (R), Bethesda (B), Chevy Chase (CC), Gaithersburg (Ga), Germantown (Ge), Montgomery Village (MV), Potomac (P).
be seen that for the first four weeks, use of weather data provides the best prediction performance. The network graph for Silver Spring is diagramed above these dates, with a directed edge from weather to Silver Spring. On day 28, the optimal resilience model changes, with the weather being replaced with the Rockville data stream. On day 83, the network updates again to depend on the weather data stream and day 106 to the Germantown data stream. As discussed above, in implementing this system delay between model analysis and model selection may be necessary to improve system stability. Selecting the best model with a user-specified periodicity will reduce the likelihood of rapidly alternating between models due to small variations in data. For example, the Montgomery County city-to-city network may be re-evaluated on a weekly basis.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a dynamic network model for improving smart city resilience to data loss. The system utilizes the Granger causality test to identify statistically significant shared temporal trends across multivariate data streams and utilizes VAR to capitalize on those trends to ensure improved data prediction in the case of data loss. Each data stream is provided a ranking of potential resilience models with the top performing model selected for implementation in the network. If the top model can no longer be executed for a particular data stream, the next best model is selected. Iterative evaluation of the system provides a dynamic, selfadaptability to changes in data quality, loss of data streams, and the addition of new information flows.
The network model is demonstrated on City-based daily crime rates reported in eight cities across Montgomery County, MD as well as a daily weather data stream. The optimal resilience network is identified and successfully demonstrated. It is shown that utilizing shared temporal trends between cities provides improved crime rate prediction and resilience to data loss, compared to the use of city-based AR, with a maximum improvement of 7.8 % found in Silver Spring, an average improvement of 4.7 % for all cities, and an average improvement of 5.6 % for cities with high crime rates. The Granger causality test is demonstrated to accurately indicate predictive causality among 61 % of models with all the best performing and second-best models correctly identified as predictively causal. Additionally, the weather is shown to be a top choice for a supporting data stream by both the Granger causality test and VAR performance. This reinforces the finding that weather is a good predictor of crime rates. It was also qualitatively found that small city-to-city distances are a good indicator that temporal trends between city pairs will provide utility in VAR models.
The proposed solution is versatile and applicable to a wide variety of data types and application areas. While demonstrated with an inter-city network, the system can be implemented on other data stream networks such as distributed local clouds in Smart City environment and can be used as an input to recommendation engines sensitive to dynamically changing environments. Due to the use of common statistical methods, this network system can also be scaled on common platforms. Future work on the system will investigate the use of time-varying coefficients in VAR to enhance dynamic performance. The current study will also be expanded to explore the impact of mixed frequency data on system performance. Of additional interest is the use of data stream assigned 'trust' weights, which will allow the user to increase the impact of trusted data sources over those with lower reliability.
